
“No-one is too small to make a difference.”
Greta Thunberg





The best motto to think about is do not waste.
Don’t waste electricity.
Don’t waste paper.
Don’t waste food.
Live the way you want to live but just don’t waste.
Sir David Attenborough



‘When we start to act, 

hope is everywhere. 

So instead of looking for 

hope – look for action. 

Then the hope will come.’

Greta Thunberg

‘Wall of Hope’ made in India using 15,000 plastic bottles.
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Our Powerful Driving Questions
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What are the alternatives to plastic packaging?

How can we inspire others to reduce their plastic waste?

How can we reduce the amount of plastic waste from fashion?

Can we reduce the impact of plastic waste on sea creatures?

Can we reduce the amount of plastic waste in packed lunches?

Can we reduce the environmental impact of cleaning sprays?

What does reduce, re-use, recycle mean?
Why is it important to do these things?



Krzys, Kaja, Dexter and Jamie made cleaning spray using more environmentally-
friendly ingredients. They carried out research to find out what types of ingredients 
can be used to remove stains and disinfect surfaces. They carried out a comparative 

test to see whether their ‘homemade’ cleaning sprays were as effective as the 
cleaning spray used in school, or a spray used by their teacher at home. They asked 
an expert, Mr Hewett our school caretaker,  how many bottles of cleaning spray are 

used in school each week to calculate how much plastic waster could be saved if 
cleaning spray bottles were refilled with homemade spray. They discovered that the 

school already re-uses cleaning spray bottles, buying the cleaning spray in 5 litre 
containers and then refilling our spray bottles with this.  They asked Year 5 families 
how many bottles of cleaning spray they got through a year, to try and calculate the 

amount of plastic waste families could save by re-filling and making their own 
cleaning spray. Watch their videos to see them making the sprays and testing them!



Melissa, Anastasija and Batoul carried out research using books and the internet. 
They found out what each of the words ‘reduce, re-use and recycle’ mean and then 
worked together to find out how doing these things can help the environment. They 

used their artistic skills to  re-use tins to make fun containers, they upcycled some 
old frames to make stunning new ones and they used an old clothes to make a cute 

new cushion! They made a video to share their important message with others.

Charlie and Archie carried out some research looking at the amount and types of 
plastic waste in children’s packed lunches. They researched alternatives to plastic 

sandwich bags and clingfilm, even considering plant leaves as a wrapper! They 
planned and carried out a comparative test to see which type of sandwich wrapping 

would keep their sandwiches the freshest. Charlie carried out some research on 
different types of wrapping to find out which was the ‘greenest’. He has ranked their 

results in two ways: first according to how ‘green’ the wrapping was and secondly 
according to how effective the wrapping was at keeping the sandwich fresh. He has 

written a note to the school council with his recommendations for how we can 
reduce the amount of plastic waste in our lunchboxes, we hope to encourage others 

to make a positive change!



Vinnie, Digby, Taleni and Sienna explored the impact of clothes and fashion on the 
amount of waste and plastic pollution we produce. They discovered that many 

clothes are made from plastics – we found out that Lauren’s new coat is made from 
50 recycled plastic bottles. Taleni researched what happens to our unwanted clothes 
when we take them to the charity shop. Digby and Vinnie researched what types of 
plastic are used for clothing. They also found out that some plastic clothing can be 
recycled into new products such as carpets. Sienna took some unwanted items and 
used her artistic talents to upcycle these into an amazing lamp! This group had fun 
making t-shirts promoting their environmental message and creating new outfits 

from unwanted clothing, ready for a upcycled clothing catwalk.

Lauren, Morgan and Lily carried out research about the impact of plastic waste on 
sea-life. They discovered what the ‘Great Pacific Garbage Patch’ is and how the 

plastic waster we produce is adding to this plastic problem. They used their artistic 
skills to make t-shirts and art work to persuade others to take steps to reduce the 

amount of waste they produce. 



Megan and Ford used their artistic talents to produce a comic strip to inform and 
persuade others to reduce their plastic waste. They thought about the key 

environmental messages they wanted to get across to others. They carried out 
research on environmentlists who have inspired others to reduce the amount of 

waste they produce, such as Greta Thunberg and David Attenborough. You can watch 
their video to see them present their comic.

Kody and Elspeth wanted to find out if their were practical and environmentally-
friendly alternatives to plastic packaging. They explored the properties of plastic 

containers and alternatives such as tin foil, papier-mache and glass. They made their 
own ‘bioplastic’ and carried out research on bioplastics to discover if bioplastics 

could be a useable and ‘greener’ alternative to plastic packaging. They discovered 
that bioplastics has some benefits but also some challenges – it is not a simple 

solution. They also explored how we can reduce the amount of plastic waste from 
bathroom products like shampoo in our homes. They carried out a test on a doll’s 

head, comparing the effectiveness of solid shampoo which had zero plastic 
packaging , a regular plastic bottle of shampoo and an aerosol can of dry shampoo. 

They even took some of Mr Hewett’s dry shampoo home to wash their hair with and 
see if it was as effective as their ordinary shampoo! Watch their video to see them 

discuss their findings.


